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The new economics of Inequality:
The Piketty and Kalecki models



An old story
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40 years of inequality
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Current inequality
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A future of inequality?
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personal income distribution: forms of representation

for a given year, how total disposable income in a country is distributed among

all the members of the population (individuals, or households) of that country?

two different ways:

method 1: to divide the population into several equal-sized groups (equal

population shares) and to measure how much each income group earns/share

of total household income; ex: quintiles, deciles, etc (relevant to compare

population shares and income shares: a step towards the “evaluation” of

inequality;

method 2: to divide income into equal-sized intervals and to ask how much of

the population falls into each interval/share of total population (relevant to fit a

distribution function: typically a lognormal, and to estimate mean and standard

deviation, the parameters of this distribution function);

let us look at them … 



Household Income in the United States by Quintiles, 2009

Quintile Average Household Income Share of Total Household Income (%) 

1st (Lowest) $11,552 3.4 

2nd $29,257 8.6 

3rd $49,534 14.6 

4th $78,694 23.2 

5th (Highest) $170,844 50.3 

Source: DeNavas-Walt, Proctor, and Smith (2010). 

 

method 1:

to divide the population into several equal-sized groups and to measure how much each
income group earns/share of total household income; ex: quintiles, deciles, etc



from income distribution to the inequality of income
distribution

from a descriptive (what it is) to a normative approach (what it should be) to 
income distribution

only makes sense to assess inequality of personal income distribution;

an income distribution is unequal if the differences of income among the
individuals/households are greater than what is desirable according to the set of
values of that person who evaluates the inequality;

different forms of introducing normative principles into the assessment of
income inequality; one of them consists of comparing population shares and
income shares (from method 1):

● Lorenz/Gini method;
● S80/S20 or S90/S10 methods;



        

The Lorenz curve
Variable X (income) observed on a population of size n
let xi be the income of person I of that population

(x1, …, xi, …, xn)
and x1 ≤ … xi ≤ … ≤ xn ; and let xtot total income of that population
we create two variables: Y and Z
for the person i:

xi income of person i

yi proportion of persons with income ≤ xi

zi proportion of total income, xtot of the persons with income ≤ xi

let Z = z(Y)  Lorenz curve of the concentration of variable X



The Lorenz Curve for the United
States, 2009

Source: De Navas-Walt, Proctor, and Smith (2010).
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Figura 7.1
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Gini index  G = (0AZ)/(01Z)

0,0 ≤ G ≤ 1,0

concentration = inequality?



2009 2010 2011 2012 2014 2016   

Gini  0,337 0,342 0,345 0,342 0,339 0,335

S80/S20   5,6 5,7 5,8 6,0 5,9 5,7

S90/S10 9,2 9,4 10,0 10,7 10,1 10

Source: EU-SILC

Gini index (concentration of imcome; inequality?)
and S80/S20 or S90/S10, Portugal
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Income Distribution in the United States, 2009

Source: DeNavas-Walt, Proctor, and Smith (2010).

to divide income into equal-sized intervals
and to ask how much of the population
falls into each interval/share of total
population

mean = $ 67,976
median = $ 49,777
mode = ($ 20,000 – $ 24,999)
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The Kalecki model

1) Cp = β + q P,   Cp, consumption of bourgeoisie,

• β autonomous consumption, part of profit P that

is consumed (and the workers consume all their wages)

• 2) P= Cp+I,     profits are either consumed or

• invested, and S=I; Consumption= W+Cp

• 3) therefore, P = (β+I)/(1-q)

• 4) also P = k (W+M),  where k is the markup in prices, W
the total wages and M other spending in inputs



The Kalecki model (2)

5) as P+W = Y = k (W+M) + W, we have:

6) the wage share α = W/Y = 1/((k+1)+(kM/W)), or the wage
share decreases with the markup (if there is no change in M
and W)

7) also as W = αY, then Y(1-α)=P 
or  Y=(I+β)/((1-q)(1-α))

8) assuming β to be constant, then

ΔY = ΔI /(1-q)(1-α)

or, growth increases with investment and the part of
profits used as consumption by the capitalists and
decreases with the profit's share of output



Market power: yes, there is a mark up by the
10% top firms



Thomas
Piketty

(Paris School
of economics)





The Piketty model (1/2)

• The case of inequality: the notion of a
“human capital” convergence is an illusion,
there is a divergence

• Explanation for the divergence:

r > g   

or the profitability of capital (profits,
dividends, rents, interest etc) is larger than
the rate of growth



The Piketty model (2/2)

• Consequences:

1. The entrepreneur is replaced by the
rentier

2. Cumulated wealth and inheritance
establishes the continuity of inequality

• Solutions:
– Taxing the fortunes (wealth)?
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